One of ways to facilitate process of information retrieval is by performing clustering toward collection of the existing documents. The existing text documents are often unstructured. The forms are varied and their groupings are ambiguous. This cases cause difficulty on information retrieval process. Moreover, every second new documents emerge and need to be clustered. Generally, static document clustering method performs clustering of document after whole documents are collected. However, performing re-clustering toward whole documents when new document arrives causes inefficient clustering process. In this paper, we proposed a new method for document clustering with dynamic hierarchy algorithm based on fuzzy set type-II from frequent item set. To achieve the goals, there are three main phases, namely: determination of keyterm, the extraction of candidates clusters and cluster hierarchical construction. Based on the experiment, it resulted the value of F-measure 0.40 for Newsgroup, 0.62 for Classic and 0.38 for Reuters. Meanwhile, time of computation when addition of new document is lower than to the previous static method. The result shows that this method is suitable to produce solution of clustering with hierarchy in dynamical environment effectively and efficiently. This method also gives accurate clustering result.
Introduction
Plentiful information as a result from development of information technology is a big advantage for the seeker of information. However, at the same time the big problem appears as a result of the increase of exist data where it's difficult to determine needed information from large quantity of unnecessary/unimportant data. So, information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE) are present to handle the problem. Managing, accessing, searching, and big browsing repository from text document need efficient organizing from the information. In that case, document clustering have important role as tool that organize document collection to be meaningful cluster collection to increase information retrieval efficiency and document management [1] .
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However, the increasing of text document explosively on the internet and must be clustered generally have unstructured form and their groupings are ambiguous. So they cause the difficulties in seeking and managing document. One of methods that functions to organize document collection is document clustering hierarchically. Document clustering into structure of tree hierarchically is able to increase efficiency of IR [2] [3] [4] . However, there are some challenges in hierarchy document clustering, namely; high dimensionality, scalability, accuracy, easy of browsing and meaningful cluster label [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Some researchers [2] [3] [4] 6 ] use frequent itemset from association rule for document management. The method is able to solve the problem like reduction of dimension, input of cluster amount and the ease of seeking by meaningful label. Next, Chen et al [4] show that Fuzzy Frequent Item-setbased on Hierarchical Clustering method (F2IHC) can avoid overlapping cluster and increase the accuracy of document clustering result. However the method uses fuzzy set type-1. Fuzzy set type-1 that has function of distinct membership is not able to model uncertainty directly [7] .
On the other hand, method of fuzzy set type-2 has interval membership function which is able to model uncertainty in defining membership function on fuzzy set type-1 [7] [8] . Then, Sari et al [9] build a document clustering method hierarchically based on fuzzy set type-2 from frequent item-set to increase the quality of clustering result. Fuzzy set type-2 trapezoidal as upper membership function and fuzzy type-II triangular as bottom membership function toward frequent item-set that gotten from association rule mining to increase the accuracy of document clustering. The proposed method is able to produce qualified cluster and to solve the ambiguity. However the recommended method is only implemented in the static document. In environment of dynamic information like World Wide Web is necessary to apply adaptive method for organizing of document.
Static clustering methods generally do clustering where the entire document had been ready before applying clustering algorithms. When adding a new document, it is necessary to do reclustering toward the whole documents. However, performing re-clustering toward the whole documents when new documents come afterward, caused the process of clustering are not efficient.
In this paper, we proposed a new method for document clustering with Dynamic Hierarchical Algorithm based on Fuzzy Type-II from the Frequent Item-set. Type-II fuzzy sets used to overcome the problem of ambiguity and dynamic clustering method with dynamic hierarchical algorithm can process documents added or eliminated to or from the collection. Dynamic algorithm has the capability to renew clustering when data is added or eliminated from the collection. This algorithm enables us dynamically to track the large-scale of information constantly changing, either inserted to the web every day, without having to perform a complete clustering. The proposed method is expected to perform dynamical documents clustering so re-clustering toward all existing documents are not necessary to do as well as overcoming the problem of ambiguity so it can provide accurate clustering results at the same time.
Methods
There are several phases are done for document clustering with dynamic hierarchical clustering algorithm, namely: keyterm extraction, extracion of candidate clusters and cluster construction ( Figure  1 ). Keyterm extraction is a process to obtain the most representative terms for the document. Extraction of cluster candidate is a process done to give value of fuzzy for frequent item-set and to get 1-itemset candidate. Cluster construction is a process to build a cluster hierarchy for frequent itemset.
Keyterm Extraction
The first phase is the process of keyterm extraction. The aim of keyterm extraction is to get the most representative term to be input for cluster candidate extraction phase. The input of this phase is the collection of document that will be clustered, while the output of this phase is in the keyterms. The procedure that must be done in this phase is the extraction of term, stop word removal, stemming, and term selection.
Term extraction is the process of term extraction from a document collection that is denoted by 
Figure. Stemming process is performed then on the remaining term by stemming WordNet 2.0. This process aims to return the exist word into their basic form. To get the most representative keyterm, the term selection is based on calculations . , .
and . Term which has value more than the minimum threshold value .
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(β), and minimum threshold (γ) are defended as a set of keyterms. To get the value of keyterms set, we use equation (1) for .
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Cluster Candidate Extraction
The second phase is performing the cluster candidate extraction to provide value of fuzzy for frequent item set and get 1-itemset candidate. In giving fuzzy value for frequent item-set, using membership functions of fuzzy set type-II as the upper trapezoidal membership function (UMF) and triangular membership function as lower membership function (LMF) will be optimal ( Figure 2 ). Term-frequency ( ) fuzzy set of documents denoted as ( ,  . ) . value has the range [ , ]. In consists of three regionals, namely Low ( ), MID ( ) and High ( ).
denoted as
• . are regional fuzzy . can serve as UMF ( ) or LMF ( ). For a term ( , ) in the document ( ), . ( ) is the membership de-gree in which is defined in Table 1 .
Where � � is the minimum frequency term in , � � is the term maximum frequency of the term in and � � = ( � � + ( ))/ . Fuzzy frequent item-set which has higher support value than minimum support value will take into account as candidate 1-itemset. The support value calculation of a term derived from the ration between the value of the fuzzy frequent itemset and the amount document. Candidate cluster (�) can be obtained from the collection of documents ( ). � may also be denoted as � ( , ,… ) or � (τ) . Candidate cluster has 2-tupples denoted as � = � � , �, where � is part of and is the fuzzy frequent item-set to describe �.
is denoted as = � , , … , � ⊆ . is collection of keyterms 
Cluster Hierarchy Construction
The third phase is the tree cluster construction. The process consists of two steps, namely: DocumentCluster Matrix (DCM) and construct a cluster hierarchy using dynamic hierarchical clustering algorithm. DCM functions to place each document to the proper cluster, so each c i q contains subset of the document. To achieve this goal, de-fined two matrices, that is Document-Term Matrix (DTM) and Term-Cluster Matrix (TCM). DTM ( ) is the weight of term t j in the document and t j ∈ L 1 . The first step is to consider each candidate cluster c � (τ) = c � ( 1 , 2,… ) by fuzzy frequent item-set τ. τ is considered as a reference to generate target of cluster. To present the importance of document in the candidate cluster c � l , then calculated the similarity of the terms in and c � l (Figure 3) . − is the weight of term in the document ∈c � l and is the minimum value of the confidence. TCM ( ) is a matrix p x k (Figure 4) . TCM for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, 1 ≤ l ≤ k calculated by using equation (4) where score calculated by using equation (5).
Each − in TCM presents the degree of importance of keyterms in a candidate cluster c � (τ) by referring to all documents which haveτ.
In cluster construction, the proposed framework is an agglomerative method based on Figure  5 [10] where consist of two graphs. In the framework, we use the vertex as the cluster of document.
The first graph is an undirected graph, where the vertices are the cluster and there is an edge between node and . Furthermore, the graph is called β-similarity graph. In this graph, an edge is formed between vertex and , if the vertex j is β-similar to the vertex . Two clusters are -similar if the similarity of both is greater than or equal to , where β is determined parameter by the user who presents a minimum similarity threshold. -cluster similarity between two target clusters and , ≠ , is defined by equation (6) .
The second graph is called max-graph. Max-graph relies on the maximum β-similarity relationship and it is a sub-graph of the first one. Vertices of the graph is the same as vertices in the graph -similarity. Vertices and given the edge, if cluster is the most -similiar to cluster . The use of Max-S graph not only reduce time and room utilize (because it has a little edges) but also produce dense cluster.
Being given a cluster hierarchy that previously was created using the algorithm. If there is a new document addition of the cluster, the cluster at all levels of the hierarchy should be revised. When a new document arrives, singleton will be created and -similarity graph at the bottom level is updated.
Then update the max-graph, where this process can produce or remove a vertex and can also produce a new edge and remove the others. Let be the set of cluster to add to max-S graph. Add all vertices of to max-graph. Find the most -similar vertices of each vertex in and add the corresponding edges to max-S graph. Find all vertices for which a vertex in is its most -similar and update the corresponding edges. The value ofsimilarity the same for all levels of hierarchy levels.
A cover routine applied to the max-S graph to renew cluster. Let be the set of vertices added to the max-graph. Let, also, be the set of edges added to the max-S graph. Let be a queue with the vertices to be processed, ≠ Ø. Put the remaining vertices of the clusters into . Remove these clusters from the list of the existing clusters. Put all vertices of into the queue . Build the connected components from the vertices in and add them to the list of existing clusters. For each edge of , merge the clusters to which its vertices belong. When a cluster is created on the hierarchy level, -similarity graph next level should be updated. This process is repeated until the graph completely disconnected.
Results and Analysis
The implementation of the method is supported by Intel ® Core ™ i3-2120 CPU @ 3.30GHz (4CPUs) processor, with a RAM of 4 GB and Java Development Kit 6 update 31 with Netbeans IDE 8.0.1. Regarding the evaluation of the method, we used 1000 documents from Classic, 1930 documents from Reuters and 1000 document from Newsgroup. Therefore the evaluation of the proposed method is based on the scalability and F-Measure of the hierarchical cluster.
Overall F-Measure will be measured using equation (7).
where | | is the amount of all document in dataset . is a cluster obtained from system. is the class label that obtained from dataset. | | is the amount of document in cluster . | | is the amount of document in class . is the F-measure, P is the precision and R is recall obtained from equation (8) to equation(10) respectively.
In the keyterm extraction process, the amount of keyterms depends on the minimum threshold. The keyterms that has tf. idf, tf. df, and tf 2 more than threshold value will be consider as the keyterm. The obtained keyterms are supposed to be the representative keyterm toward document collection.
In the candidate extraction phase of the clusters using fuzzy set type-II and with higher than 20%, we obtained 4 clusters from the dataset Classic, 9 clusters from Reuters and 15 from Newsgroup. If the used is too low, it will obtained many cluster candidate. Therefore, it is possible to results a low clustering accuracy. On the other hand, if we use high value, it is possible that it will obtained a litle cluster candidate which doesn`t represent the whole documents within the document collection. In the cluster construction phase, the graph that was formed was a vertex that was obtained using type-II fuzzy sets. First of all, all documents that were placed in the various cluster, uses the DCM method. Thus, from the above process, each of the cluster candidates have got their own members. Based on the result of clustering and construction of the hierarchy structure, we obtained the values of F-Measure as mention in Table 2 . The experiment was done by doing the process of documents addition periodically. Based on the experiments that were done, we obtained value F-Measure as much as 0.40 from Newsgroup, 0.62 from classic and 0.38 from Reuters after clustering the whole documents. The F-Measure value decreased in each additional document process because the more documents, the more possibility of cluster formed. Which means, each document will occupy a cluster that is not supposed.
To show the dynamic and efficiency of the proposed method, documents clustering was intially carried out. Next, with the assumption that there are new documents, these new documents are clustered immediatelly. From Table 3 , we can see that in every clustering process, the proposed method can reduce document clustering processing time consideredly when compared with the static method which means, the proposed method can improve the efficiency of the document clustering method in term of time execution if there are new documents.
The proposed method can performs clustering process faster than the previous method because the proposed method only apply the whole processes toward the document comes afterward then find the similarity value toward the existing clus-ters (vertex). Therefore, the document that has just been added can join in cluster that has been formed before or form new hierarchy. While the previous method performs clustering toward the whole documents either the document comes after-ward or the document that has been clustered before.
Beside that we can also know, the proposed method can give value F-measure as good as the method before. This can happen because of the obtained result from cluster candidate extraction using fuzzy set type-II that overcome ambiguity problem and each exist document has been joined in its own cluster. Therefore, we can know that the proposed method is effective and more efficient in clustering the document.
For addition, proposed method can improve the efficiency in terms of RAM usage. In every clustering process/when the the addition of new documents, RAM usage increases only in small amounts. Whereas conventional method require larger RAM allocation. For example, in the first iteration of the clustering process for 500 documents Classic, it is requires allocation of 18.98 MB RAM by using the proposed method and 19.09 MB by using conventional method. Then we added 200 new documents in the second iteration. RAM usage using the proposed method only increased by 4 MB. While conventional method increased about 20.19 MB.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new document clustering method by dynamic hierarchical algorithm based on fuzzy set type II from frequent item-set. Dynamic hierarchical algorithm used to perform dynamic document clustering and fuzzy set type II used to solve ambiguity problems when clustering. From the obtained results, the proposed method can improve efficiency in terms of time of clustering and RAM usage because the proposed method only apply the whole processes toward the document comes afterward then find the similarity value toward the existing clusters (vertex). Besides that, it can be seen that the proposed method gives good accuracy of the clustering.
